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a minimum of 62 Common Ravens was observed in the air simultaneously. The birds 
were soaring, sparring with one-another, and performing aerobatics prior to settling even- 
tually into a clump of hemlocks (Tsuga canadensis) . The high count of 106 ravens was 
established by photographs taken through a wide angle lens on 18 January 1973. A local 
resident reported that ravens have roosted in this vicinity in winters of previous years.- 
VINCENT J. LUCID AND RICHARD N. CONNER, Division of Forestry and Wildlife Resources, 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061. AC- 

cepted 13 September 1973. 

Predation on a shrew by an Eastern Bluebird.-On 23 July 1973, while making 
observations on the feeding behavior of a nesting pair of Eastern Bluebirds (Sialia sialis) , 
near Mio, Oscoda Co., Michigan, the male was seen to capture and ingest a shrew 
(either Microsorex hoyi or probably Sorex cinerens). This unusual food item was ob- 
tained on a typical “drop” to the ground from a dead tree limb at 18:26. It was taken 
in the bird’s bill to a fallen log where it was killed within 3 or 4 minutes. Subsequent 
preparation involved beating the prey against branches as the male held the lifeless shrew 
by its head. Twice the item was dropped, but on both occasions it was retrieved before 
it reached the ground. The bird changed limbs several times during preparation, appear- 
ing restless and seeking broader and more horizontal perches. As is typical for the blue- 
bird the prey was always held and manipulated by the beak, never the feet, until it was 
finally ingested at 18:41. 

During 30 minutes of observations prior to the capture of this food item the male fed 
his &day-old nestlings but once, although he foraged much for himself. After swallowing 
its prey the bird exhibited slight lethargy; his first trip to the nest with food was not 
until 18:56. During the 60 minutes following ingestion, 11 trips to the nest were recorded. 
Capture occurred at a time when insects appeared abundant and weather conditions (72”, 
sunny, light winds) were favorable. 

Although the normal foods consumed by bluebirds are insects and fruits, Flanigan 
(Wilson Bull., 83:441, 1971) b o served a female eating a snake about 8 inches long and 

Bent (U.S. Natl. Mus., Bull., 196:1949) reports finding a few bones of lizards and tree 
frogs in the stomachs of Eastern Bluebirds. While some insects consumed by this species 
are nearly equal in size to the shrew (e.g., Sphingidae adults, Mantidae, and Cicadidae) , 

I could find no record of a bluebird feeding on mammalian prey in the literature. Of 
several thousand bluebird feedings observed by the author, this was unique and was not 
noted again during 3 subsequent days of observations on this pair.-BENEDICT C. PIN- 

KOWSKI, 854 Hough, Almont, Michigan 48003. Accepted 4 September 1973. 

Mountain Bluebirds nesting in North Dakota.-Although several specimens of the 
Mountain Bluebird (Sialia currucoides) have been taken in North Dakota, including in 
the extreme eastern portion, we have been unable to find any previous nesting record for 
the state. Bent (U.S. Natl. Mus., Bull. 196:286, 19491, on unspecified bases, gives the 
breeding range there as extending eastward to Fort Union, Amegard, and Medora, all 
in extreme western North Dakota (the A.O.U. Checklist 119571 erroneously cites Fort 
Union as northeastern North Dakota.). On the J. Clark Salyer National Wildlife Refuge, 
McHenry County, in spring and early summer of 1972 and 1973, we found Mountain 
Bluebirds moderately common in sandhill-grassland-aspen parkland, habitat typical of the 
southern one third of the refuge, and found two nests. 


